Social transformation through critical literacies: emerging priorities for contemporary Applied Linguistics

More than 5 million lives have been lost around the globe so far due to the COVID-19 virus since the pandemic started in December 2019.[1] This may even sound humdrum at this point, but as language educators and researchers, we could not start this text in any other way. Edmund Burke (1729-1797), an Irish philosopher, stated that “Those who don't know history are destined to repeat it.” Regrettably, as Mattos (2020) has observed from the enunciative locus of Brazil, the (post) memory of historical folly continues to haunt us:

History repeats itself... back and forth like child’s play... The recent history of humanity is full of abominable events. If we look only at the last century, we can enumerate two world wars, the Holocaust, atomic bombs, the so-called Cold War, totalitarian governments and Military Dictatorships in Latin America, including Brazil, the Chernobyl atomic disaster, the Vietnam War, and genocidal policies in several countries of the world, among many other atrocious and traumatic events not only for those who participated in them but also for the following generations. We need to remember! (Mattos, 2019, p. 17)

As educators, it is our responsibility to remember and try to understand what could have been done differently to avoid such humanitarian disasters and find new ways on how to pursue and find pathways to prepare ourselves for (post)pandemic times. As language specialists deeply invested in the social value of our work, however, we recognize the professional risk of linguacentric reasoning by which we might exaggerate the impact and relevance of our expertise. Still, we would argue that language (especially dominant language practices conveyed through government and media) has played a major role in shaping our perceptions and (in)actions towards the deep crises we face. Language, on its side, plays a major role in this whole process of dealing with such challenges. It is through language that we consume news, we form our opinions and make decisions. It is through language that we survive and interact with the world, among many other worldly phenomena, and an intensity of affect as also a source of agency, a force that shapes our interactions with others and forms our opinions and make decisions. It is through language that we survive and interact with the world, among many other worldly phenomena, and an intensity of affect as also a source of agency, a force that shapes our interactions with others and forms our opinions and make decisions. It is through language that we survive and interact with the world, among many other worldly phenomena, and an intensity of affect as also a source of agency, a force that shapes our interactions with others and forms our opinions and make decisions. It is through language that we survive and interact with the world, among many other worldly phenomena, and an intensity of affect as also a source of agency, a force that shapes our interactions with others and forms our opinions and make decisions. It is through language that we survive and interact with the world, among many other worldly phenomena, and an intensity of affect as also a source of agency, a force that shapes our interactions with others and forms our opinions and make decisions. It is through language that we survive and interact with the world, among many other worldly phenomena, and an intensity of affect as also a source of agency, a force that shapes our interactions with others and forms our opinions and make decisions.

reflect on how we form our opinions, concepts, and how we “read the world” based on all the information we are constantly in contact with. Often this information is intentionally misleading, produced by people in charge of the decisions that affect the lives of millions. This has especially been the case in Brazil during the COVID-19 pandemic. Having said that, as language educators and researchers we find it important to reveal courses of action to help citizens to make informed decisions. Decisions should be based on facts and science, but at the same time according to each one’s principles, and most important of all, based on critical thinking—not simply swallowing and processing information that may misguide people to paths that may end up harming not only themselves, but the communities they are inserted in.

One way to expand this critical reflection is through what we call in the Applied Linguistics field Critical Literacy(ies). In the Brazilian scenario we bring the voice of Sardinha (2018), who states that Critical Literacy “aims to prepare citizens who become agents in a fairer world by criticizing current political and social problems, by questioning inequalities, and by encouraging actions aimed at changes and solutions based on justice and equality. Such criticism takes place through reading, reflection and questioning of the messages of the different texts to which students/readers are exposed” (Sardinha, 2018, p. 1). Voices such as Sardinha’s are not often welcomed by government and education policy makers. Indeed, they are viewed as subverting what traditionalists believe to be an essentially apolitical, cognitive function (i.e., reading and writing) rather than what critical applied linguists describe as a fundamental social practice always implicated in relations of power and the collective futures they support. This high-stakes tension over texts reflects the current “literacy wars” (Duboc & Ferraz, 2020) taking place in Brazil, in which neoconservatives seek to reimpose policies in support of literacy and alfabetização—reflecting “back to basics” curricula (i.e., phonics instruction, rote learning)— ingenious in the openly ideological concept of letramentos and the types of reading for transformative agency, justice, and citizenship claimed by Sardinha, and perhaps most famously introduced to the world through the work of Paulo Freire. When we learn how to read the word and the world (cf. Freire) through a letramentos lens, for example, we recognize persistent illiteracy and inadequate public education as systematically tied to race/racialization and poverty (see e.g. Juca & Mattos, 2021; Jorge, 2012; Nascimento & Windle, 2021; Tanzi Neto, 2020; 2021). Not by coincidence, these are the same conditions that characterize the Brazilian communities that have suffered the most during the current pandemic and through official language practices that have deflected responsibility from an effective, equitable response to the crisis.

While the key stakes and battle lines of a literacy war between Brazilian neoconservatives and social progressives are easily discerned, evidence of smaller “skirmishes” within the critical literacy movement are worth considering, particularly in the context of this special issue and its aspirations for social transformation. As noted in an important recent survey of literacies in Brazil (Monte Mór, Duboc, & Ferraz, 2021), the relationship between theory and practice—and between researchers and teachers—continues to generate tensions in the field. Is it a genuine partnership or instead a reinforced hierarchy, in which the scope of criticality developed by classroom teachers is subordinated to university-driven priorities (see e.g., consequential validity, Cummins, 2021), including the pressures of publication and how such pressures shape the circulation and development of theory? Immediate priorities and innovative concepts—neoliberalism, translanguaging, decoloniality, come to mind—can soon become saturated, over-extended and over-generalized to the point where they lose their explanatory value and relevance for classroom work. Yet, in a world in which teachers are overworked and underpaid, universities remain one of the few privileged sites in which critical, transformative possibilities can be developed, as clearly displayed in this special issue.

Given such tensions, what are the priorities and possibilities for critical literacy work, particularly for (additional) language teaching and language teacher education? Should we concentrate our efforts on the provision of pedagogical tools and techniques, (macro)strategies and post-methods (cf. Kumaravadivelu, 2012) or notions of curricular design that underpinned the pioneering multiliteracies work of the New London Group (NLG, 1996; Cope & Kalantzis, 2000)? Or, as NLG member, Alan Luke, has cautioned (Garcia, Luke, Seglem, 2018), do we need to recognize the contingent limitations of formalized models and their vulnerability to unprincipled appropriation. Witness, for example, the number of MBA programs in the world which promote “critical thinking” as an instrument for marketplace competition. Instead, as Luke recommends, critical literacy is best conceived as a form of identity work, requiring the development of dispositions, attitudes, ways of being and responding that are nimber and more durable than specific applications. The latter option suggests prioritizing greater (self)reflective understanding of how we read and the discursive/ideological factors that influence the meanings that we make in our textual encounters. This orientation to identity work involves a curricular shift towards “distancing practices” (Morgan & Ramanathan, 2005) and fostering ways to “read ourselves” (Menezes de Souza, 2011; Duboc & Ferraz, 2018) in our language work.

For the theme of this special issue, social transformation through critical literacies, a balance of both identity work and the provision of design may be most effective and relevant for our research and teaching. Careful balance also applies to the notion of literacy as a social practice, not separate from, but potentially aligned with or built upon cognitive and structural elements, lexicogrammatical proficiencies, forms of rote learning, or uses of L1 that might at first appear incompatible with critical work, but through local expertise, serve to advance the goals that define this special issue. And finally, a search for balance also applies...
to the nature of our transdisciplinary theoretical investigations. To what extent are the field-external disciplines and constructs that inspire our imagination compatible with field-internal conditions and responsibilities? Indeed, the need to “read ourselves” in such encounters is crucial for the effective development of critical literacies that are both transdisciplinary and transnational, a particular strength of critical literacies in Brazil and the ongoing national and international projects that contribute to its evolution (Monte Mór, Duboc, & Ferraz, 2021). This spirit of transnational dialogue and innovation underlies the continuing global importance of Brazilian critical language work.

It is in this spirit, celebrating three decades of the existence of the Brazilian Association of Applied Linguistics (ALAB), that the journal Calidoscópio publishes this special issue dedicated to **social transformation through critical literacies**. This issue presents articles with strong connections between specific and contingent literacy practices and the social outcomes they seek to advance or mediate through their conceptual and curricular implementation. The articles in this issue include research-based (or research-informed) discussion of the theoretical and transdisciplinary resources required to bring about change or mitigate/ subvert specific forms of oppression. Before commenting on each of the articles presented in this special issue, though, it is important to describe a little about ALAB’s influence in terms of implementation and promotion of Applied Linguistics in Brazil. ALAB[1] was founded on July 26, 1990, with the objective of (re)constructing a dynamic academic-scientific and investigative locus of studies and reflections in the Applied Linguistics area. Applied Linguistics is understood here as an area of research concerned with situated language contexts and practices and the development of studies that vary from (additional) language learning to other diverse settings such as workplaces and schools, and within families, communities, and the broader society. It is not Linguistics Applied, as famously argued by Henry Widdowson (2000). Applied Linguistics has established its own theories and domains of expertise with a keen eye towards the dialogic relationship between language and society.

The first article of this issue exemplifies the dialogical, socially engaged focus of critical applied linguistics. In their paper, Liberali (PUCSP) and Tanzi Neto (UFRJ) discuss the production of democratic social spaces through an engaged multiliteracy project (Digitmed Program/Brazil) for agency transformation in Brazil. The project promotes critical-collaborative interventions with private and public schools (at municipal and state levels) in a university-school-community partnership that investigates the human development of its participants through agency and engaged multiliteracies.

In the second article, Saito (UFBA) reflects upon how Critical Trans-literacies related to Colonialities of Power and Knowledge and Being can be addressed in a teaching certificate course. The author shows that as teachers engage in their own teaching-research processes, mediational tools (e.g., digital media and textbooks) can be productively used to provoke movements of thought and teaching-research innovation with the idea of deterritorializing and reterritorialisng Eurocentric paradigms of modernity and rationality. In the third article of this issue, Beato-Canato (UFPR), Brahin (UFPR) and Jordão (UFPR/CNPq) seek to understand how the publication of memes on social networks has contributed to the construction of a narrative that discredits the Patrono of Brazilian education, Paulo Freire. In the light of the Bakhtin Circle’s theory of dialogism, the authors analyze memes about Paulo Freire that have been created and circulated by the Escola Sem Partido movement, which has been at the center of polarizing conflicts in our society.

The next article in the issue is by Recheticouc (IFSerTãoPE) and Vieira (UnB) and takes place at a rural school. In the paper, the authors discuss a critical literacy practice reflecting upon the possibilities and potentialities of critical reading by black women writers in an Elementary Education Center located in Ceilândia-Federal District (DF). Based on critical discourse analysis, gender and (de)coloniality, this ethnographic and collaborative research study analyzes the representation of a reading and debate circle. In the following contribution to the special issue, Nicolaides (UNISINOS), Braga (UFMG) and Vargas (Colégio de Aplicação João XXIII/UFJF) seek to understand the development of critical literacy for pre-service English language teachers. In their study, they adopt an approach that encourages greater awareness of language education related to the development of sociocultural autonomy and the critical use of technology. To do so, the authors created a self-reflection instrument to implement a pedagogical practice aimed at critical reflection; the instrument was created for thirty language students. In the sixth article, Aguiar (PUCSP/IFES) proposes a conceptual alignment between the theories of Critical Literacy and Critical Collaboration. The author discusses the origins of both theories and reflects upon how educational work based on these perspectives can contribute to the formation of critical and active citizens who seek social transformation.

In a world in which teachers are overworked and underpaid, universities remain one of the few privileged sites in which critical, transformative possibilities can be developed, as clearly displayed in this special issue.
Technological Education in a city in the region of Inconfidentes, involved ten high school students. The following article by Ahmed (York University), Morgan (Glendon College/York University) and Maciel (UEMS/CNPq) explores the potency of affect and emotionality of texts through the lens of Critical Affective Literacy (CAL). Utilizing a duo/trioethnography for their study, the authors discuss how this research methodology contributes to CAL principles and aspirations. In the last article, Fuzer (UFSM), Boer (UFN) and Nilson (UPF) develop ecological understanding and linguistic consciousness raising of Biology codes and concepts in the context of a high school and based on the reading of an important work of Brazilian literature. In the final contribution to the special issue, Ifa (UFAL) and Ono (UFMS) interview Walkyria Monte Mór (USP), an important Brazilian scholar and language teacher educator, who has been a leading voice in the development of critical literacies.

We hope that in this special issue dedicated to ALAB, readers are inspired to reflect on innovative alternatives to face the challenges that await us in these uncertain post-pandemic times. We would argue that language plays a key role in reinforcing the status quo, as well as the potential to transform it. These realities and opportunities demand from us, as language educators and researchers, a careful and profound reflection on the many lessons of the past and their implications for a brighter and more equitable future.
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